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ABSTRACT 
The main purpose of electric device is to isolate the faulted component from the 
healthy part as fast as possible in order to prevent further damage and 
endangering human life. The objectives of these studies are to study the overall 
generator and generator transformer protection at Kapar Energy Ventures and propose 
recommendation to improve the protection setting and coordination (if 
required).Generator protection is very important to safe guard the generator at 
Kapar Energy Ventures power station. Nevertheless, the auxiliary system to the 
generator plays an equally vital role to ensure that the generator continue to 
work as intended. There were times that generator and its auxiliary equipment 
had tripped due to miscoordinated protection system or wrong settings. A 
protection system must satisfy the following requirements 
Selective - disconnect the equipment is restricted to the nurumum 
necessary to isolate fault. 
Sensitivity - sensitive enough to operate under minimum fault condition. 
Stable - stable and remain inoperative under certain specific condition . 
Fast - fast operation in order to clear the fault from the system and to 
minimize damage to the affected component 
Reliable - the protective equipment should not fail to operate in the 
events of faults in the protected zone. It may be necessary to provide 
backup protection to cover the failure the remaining protection 
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
Power generation is a matter of conversion of energies from one state to 
another. The chemical energy in fossil fuels (oil, gas & coal) is converted to heat 
energy in the furnace. The heat from the burning fuel then causes the water in the 
boiler to change to steam. The energy in the steam is used to drive the turbine 
thereby converting the heat energy in steam into kinetic energy. The turbine shaft 
is coupled to the generator rotor and as the rotor turns, the kinetic energy in the 
rotating shaft is converted into electrical energy in the stator coils by 
electromagnetic induction [1]. 
The generator typically consists of the rotor (which cames the field 
winding), the stator (which carries lhe stator winding wound for three-phase) and 
includes lhe cooling, lubrication and sealing systems as well as the mechanical 
structure. The rotor windings are supplied wilh excitation current (DC) from lhe 
exciter. This excitation current causes lhe rotor coils to act like a huge magnet. As 
the rotor rotates the magnetic field cuts the coils on the stator winding and thus 
produces electricity in the stator coils. 
This electricity is the output of the generator, which is led out from the 
generator terminals via the GCB (Generator Circuit Breaker) to the Generator 
Transformer, where it is stepped-up to 275kV and connected to the 275 kV bus bars 
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in the switchyard. Some of the power is routed to Unit TransfOrmers A & B which 
step-down the voltage from 22kV to II kV befure supplying the unit auxiliaries. 
The current that flows through the windings of a large generator can reach 
very high values. The flow of these current causes heating because of the 12 R 
losses. This heating is quite substantial and will damage the winding insulation if 
it is not kept under control. The temperature of the rotor windings too must be kept 
low to prevent deterioration of insulation. In addition there is 'windage' losses 
caused by friction between the hydrogen gas and the rotor as it rotates. 
Protective system is parts of an electrical power system that covers the 
minimization of service interruption and limitation of equipment damage. The 
system shall function to remove the faulty elements from the power system with a 
speed that commensurate with overall power system requirements [2]. A good 
protection system includes protection against fault (short circuit, earth fault, etc.), 
proper coordination between protection devices and appropriate grading margins. 
Protective device are also place on the electrical side of the turbine 
generator unit to provide purely mechanical protection. Low or high frequency 
protection is one of the examples that will protect the turbine blade. In some cases, 
the basic disturbance is due to some event or condition on the electric system that 
can readily be detected by monitoring electrical quantities which can be used to 
remove the machine befure any mechanical damage occur. The studies are focused 
on the protection system coordination at power plant that involves short circuit 
analysis, grading margins study and protection devices characteristic. 
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
1.2.1 Problem Definition 
Generator protection is very important to safe guard the generator at Kapar 
Energy Ventures power station. Nevertheless, the auxiliary system to the generator 
plays an equally vital role to ensure that the generator continue to work as intended. 
There were times that generator and its auxiliary equipment had tripped due to 
miscoordinated protection system or wrong settings. 
Generator Protection is used to protect the machine from abnormal 
operating conditions, which arise from any or all of the following reasons [l]: 
• Internal generator failure 
• Auxiliary equipment failure 
• Operator error 
• Abnormal system conditions 
Since the protective relays and associated devices themselves could fail at 
times, a back-up protection is provided for those faults that could cause severe 
generator damage. The main purpose of the electric protective devise is to isolate 
the faulted component from the healthy part as fast as possible. This is due to 
prevent the further damage and mainly to protect human life [3]. 
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1.2.2 Significant of the Project 
The study is to find all the possible failure that occur in handling generator 
and find the protection scheme needed to isolate the fault component. Thus, we 
need to study the protection coordination in order to isolate the fault component 
without interrupting the whole system. Due to that, we need to understand the stage 
of the fault and the point where we need to stop the current flow by switch off the 
circuit breaker. Besides, we also need to know the types of generator protection 
since there are many different types of faults that synchronous generators may 
experience and therefore, many types of protection. 
We need to analyze the protection device and finding it setting such as the 
current transformer ratio, the pickup current, the bias current and etc. After we 
analyze the protection device, we also can find the saturation point of the protection 
device. The saturation point is the point where the current transformer will start to 
have problem or damage. 
The protective system always measures certain system quantities such as 
voltage and current. The system will compare the quantities or some combination 
of these quantities against the threshold setting that were already set by the 
protection engineer. All generators will not have the same level of protection. 
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1.3 OBJECflVE 
The objectives of the project are: 
1.3.1 To study all the types of fault and failure that occurs in the generator during 
generating process and the types of generator protection. 
1.3.2 To study the generator protection concept and analyze the setting of the 
equipment 
1.3.3 To calculate some of the setting of the protection device like current 
transformer and compare it with the actual setting and find the reason of the 
setting. 
1.3.4 To conduct short circuit studies and find the proper protection coordinate. 
1.3.5 To studies the overall generator protection at Kapar Energy Ventures and 
proposes recommendation to improve the protection coordination (if required) 
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1.4 SCOPE OF STUDY 
1.4.1 The Relevancy ofthe Project 
1. Learn all the fault and failure that occur in the generator system. 
The fault current value is vety important in order to coordinate the fault 
setting in the system laboratoty test. 
2. Learn and understand the protection used in generator. 
The operation characteristic and the setting of the protection device 
must be carefully coordinated in order to achieve selectivity. 
The aim is basically to switch off only the selected component and to 
leave the rest of the power system in service in order to minimize supply 
interruption and assure stability. 
The protection coordination is important in order to prevent the further 
damage to the system and danger to the human life. 
3. Calculate the setting fur the protection device 
Calculation will show the setting of the protection device. With this 
calculation value, we compare it with the actual setting and understand 
the concept of the selected value of the setting. 
The project process includes studies on protection principle, the single line 
diagram for phase three in Kapar Energy Venture (KEV), the protection device 
such as the characteristic curve, operation and the available rating and also types of 
generators protection. Short circuit analysis also being included in the study to 
obtain the highest short circuit current that may occurred in the network. Earth fault 





Two generators (each rated fur 525MW at 0.85 PF and 22kV) are installed 
under Phase 3 of Sultan Salahuddin Abdul Aziz Power Station. Each generator 
consists of a two-pole rotor, which rotates wilhin a stator. The stator consists of the 
conductors wound round a stator core and held in place by the stator frame. Power 
is generated in lhe stator windings when lhe rotor field cuts the stator conductors as 
it rotates within the stator. This power is led from the generator output terminals 
to lhe GCB (generator circuit breaker) and from lhe GCB to lhe generator 
transformer via Isolated Phase Busbars (IPB). 
The stator frame is of twin-dome construction. The generator casing and 
the end shields at eilher end are of welded, gas-tight construction, and support lhe 
stationary armature winding and core as well as the gas coolers. The rotor is 
supported wilhin this frame on bearings and the shaft is provided wilh seals at 
eilher end to prevent lhe escape of gas into lhe atmosphere. 
The principal cooling medium is hydrogen gas, which is contained within 
the frame and circulated by fans mmmted at each end of lhe rotor. A separate 
liquid cooling system is provided fur lhe armature (stator) windings. The excitation 
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is provided by separate auxiliary equipment. The generator is designed for 
continuous operation and can withstand most abnormal operational conditions such 
as sudden load and voltage swings or 3-phase short circuits (within prescribed 
limits). 
The functions of generator and generator transformer system are [1]: 
To generate electric power of22kV using the kinetic energy of steam turbine 
To transmit the power to the 275kV switchyard and also to transmit some 
power to the unit auxiliary. 
To maintain the steady frequency and operating voltage using the excitation 
system. 
To isolate the generator from the electrical grid system when there are 
emergency case or abnormal situations. 
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2.2 GENERATORFAULT 
2.2.1 Stator Fault 
Stator fault occur from insulation breakdown 1hat cause au arc to develop 
eilher from phase to phase or from phase conductor to lhe grounded magnetic steel 
laminations of the stator. Insulation breakdown may be due to overvoltage, 
overheating or mechanical damage oflhe winding insulation due to fault [6]. 
Overvoltage may occur because oflightning or switching surge. Switching 
surge usually protected by surge protective devices. Overheating may occur 
because of unbalance loading or loss of cooling. This will cause insulation 
deterioration over a period of time. 
2.2.1.1 Phase Fault 
Phase fault are rarely occur in generator but lhe fault must be protected. 
Phase fault can happen in winding end turns. All the 3 phase winding are close or 
in slot when lhere are two coils in lhe same slot. Phase fault usually change to 
ground fault. 
2.2.1.2 Ground Fault 
Most of the generator stator winding fault is phase to ground fault. These 
are because lhe winding are always in close contact wilh steel slot at the ground 
potential [6]. 
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2.2.2 Rotor Fault 
Cause by several mechanical and thermal stressed, forced by a variable load 
cycle. 
2.2.2.1 Ground Fault 
Field system is normally not connected to the ground. A single ground fault 
will not cause any fault current but the second ground fault will cause a large of 
current 1hat may cause extensive damage to the field conductor and rotor steel. 
The second ear1h fault also would short circuit part of the field winding 1hat 
produces symmetrical field system and unbalanced forces on 1he rotor [7]. 
2.2.2.2 Loss of Excitation 
It is caused by an open circuit in the main field winding or failure in the 
excitation system. This will result in loss of synchronism. 
Loss of excitation occurs when 1he generator speed is slightly increased 
wi1hout changing the power input to the machine. The machine will behave as an 
induction generator and drawing its excitation current from the system. The 
magnitude is equal to full load rating of the machine. This will cause overheating of 
the stator winding. Besides, 1he rotor losses will increase due to the current induced 
in the rotor body and damper windings. 
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2.3 GENERATOR PROTECTION 
2.3.1 Purpose and Principle 
The main purpose of an electric protective device is to isolate the faulted 
component from the other parts as fast as possible. The equipment will be protected 
from further damage and more importantly from endangering human life. [3] 
2.3.2 Basic Requirements of Distribution Protection 
A protection system must satiszy the following requirements:- [3] 
a) Selective - Disconnection of equipment is restricted to the minimum 
necessary to isolate the fault. 
b) Sensitive - Sensitive enough to operate under minimum fault condition. 
c) Stable - Stable and remain inoperative under certain specified conditions 
such as transmission system disturoance, through faults, transients, etc. 
d) Fast - Fast operation in order to clear the fault from the system thus to 
minimize damage to the affected components. 
e) Reliable - The protective equipment should not fail to operate in the 
events of faults in the protected zone. It may be necessary to provide 
backup protection to cover the failure of the main protection. 
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2.3.3 Generator protection 
2.3.3.1 Current transformer 
A current transformer as shown in figure l comprises of two windings. The 
primary winding is connected in series with the main circuit. ln most cases, the 
primary winding is part of the main circuit. The secondary winding have several 
turns of wire wrap around the iron core. 




Figure 1: Current transformer 
Np and Ns are the number of primary and secondary tum. The idea is used 
to provide large number of turns on the secondary to obtain small quantity of 
current 1hat replicates 1he primary currents. Current transformer ratio is define as 
Np/Ns (example 1500/5 A) 
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2.3.3.2 Current transformer error and saturation. 
There are two important error associated with any current transformer 
which are ratio and phase error. Ratio error is defined as the different between lp 
and Is which the resistive component of the exciting current is. Phase angle error is 
due to the quadrature component of exiting current. 
Current, I 
10% increase in V 
1----1/ 
A scrro increase in I 
) 
Voltage, Vk 
Figure 2: CT knee point voltage 
Another important characteristic of a current transfOrmer is saturation. 
Saturation occurs when a small increase in voltage will cause a large increase in 
exciting current as illustrated in figure 2. Vk is knee point voltage .10% increase in 
voltage vviH cause 50~f(, increase in exciting current 
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Load connected on 1he secondruy of a CT is normally termed as burden in 
VA. A rated burden assigned to a current transformer is 1he maximum load at 
which the CT performs within specified accuracy [3]. 
When the current transformer is specified, ratio, burden, error and saturation 
factor are given. For example, 20000/5, 20V A, 5P I 0. The burden is 20V A and the 
accuracy class is 5P (see table 1) and saturation factor of /IO.saturation fuctor is 
linear range of the current transformer (3 J. 
Table 1: Protection Cf Accuracy Oass 
Accuracy Class Current Error at Rated Phase error at rated 
primary current(%) primary current 
(minimized) 
5P ±l ±60 
lOP ±3 ±60 
2.3.3.3 Relays 
Relays are usually installed with current. It is used to limit 1he current. 
When the current exceed the setting current value, the relay will operate at the time 
depends on the relay setting. Under fault condition, the relay must operate and 
disconnect the circuit in time before exceeding the short circuit rating of the 
protected equiprneni. Rday rnusf not operate \Vhen the circuit is carrying maximum 
circuit is allowed to over load in d1e limited time. Fof an example. over load 20% 
iess fie hai:f an hour. 
2.3.3.3.1 Relay construction 
Operating coil = coil is energized by the current from the CT and it will cause 
movement in the rotor 
Rotor = carries a moving contact. The helical spring attached to the aluminum 
disc will ensure that no movement occurs below the setting current [3]. 
Damping magnet = control the speed of the rotor. Operate on the disc as an 
eddy current brake. 
Starting current or pickup current= the minimum current to start the relay 
Closing current= amount of current stop the relay. 
Resetting current = value of current to cause the rotor to retain to it restrain 
time. 
Resetting time = time required to reach the restrain position after the current 
reduces to the resetting value. 
Overshoot time= the time that the rotor move forward after the removal of the 
current. 
Burden= the load in VA imposed by the relay. 
2.3.3.4 Differential Relay 
Used for phase fault protection. Differential principle is when the current 
flowing into one end of the feeder is compared with that flowing out of the other 
end of the feeder. In differential protection scheme, the matching of the two end 
current transformer is important to ensure stability on heavy through :limit It is also 
important to check that the sensitivity of the protection is not affected by the 
magnetizing current of the current transformer. 
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Under normal condition or through fimlt condition, the currents at two ends 
should be identical and the relay should not operate. See figure 3: 
2000 6000 
HJA 'lOA lOA 
' i {}A- relay 
stable 
Figure 3: Generator Differential Connec:tion With Over Current 
Relay under Through Fault Condition (9}. 
When an internal fault occurs, the current at the two ends feeder is now 











Figure 4: Generator Differential Connection with Over Current 
Relay under Internal Fault Condition )9). 
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For short circuit in staror winding, standard practice is ro used differential 
protection on generator rated lOOOKV A or higher and on motors 1 SOOhp orlarger. 
Current transformer or circuit breakers are usually in close proximity with each 
other. This is due to minimize the burden and error cause by long cable runs. The 
types and ratio of the current transformer can be the same based on the 
characteristic. Current transformers used for the generator differential are almost 
invariably located in the busses and leads are close. This is done ro limit the zone of 
protection so a fault in the generator is immediately identifiable. 
Current transformer always reproduces the primary current accurately but 
under steady state load conditions, there are difference in secondary current due ro: 
• Variations in manufacturing roleranc.es. 
• Difference in secondary loading (unequal burdens of meter and 
instruments) 
• Transient response of two current transformers is not same in presence 
of DC oflSet during short circuit condition [7]. 
Over current relay must be set above the maximum error current flowing 
during fault but must be set under the minimum fault current. 
2.3.3.5 Percentage differential relay 
The percentage differential relay are used ro overcome the fault of the 
idealize circuit. Electromechanical units have restrained as well as operate winding. 
Current in the restrain coil produces contacts opening Jorque. Current in the 
operating coil produce contact closing rorque. Relay contact will close when the 
operating current exceed the restrain value by a given percentage. The percentage is 
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referred to as slope of the relay. This design provides an automatic increase in the 
operating coil current necessaty to tripping as fault current and the resulting CT 
error increase [l 0]. 
2.3.3.6 Ground Fault protection 
Method of generator grounding will affect the extent of protection provide 
by the differential relay. When the natural is solidly grounded, the phase current for 
the phase to ground fault will operate the any differential relay. 
Generator 
Figure 5: Solidly Grounded Generator 
If the generator has neutral impedance, the fault current will be lesser. This 
will cause the difficulties for the differential relay to detect the ground fault current. 
Over current protection provided between neutral point and the ground sees all the 
ground current and can be set without regard to the load current Increase in 
grounding impedance will decrease the fault current of phase to ground fault and 




Figure 6: Neutral Impedance Grounding 
Large generators used the generator and its generator transformer as a single 
unit example, failure in the boiler, turbine, generator, generator transfurmer or any 
of the associated auxiliary busses result in tripping the entire unit connected 
system. 
Generator is grounded through some resistance to limit the fimlt current but 
still provide enough current or voltage to operate relays. There are many methods 
uses for generator grounding. 
a. Ground the machine neutral directly ( high resistance grounding ) 
b. Neutral grounded directly through an inductor. 
c. Distribution transformer grounding (using resistance). 
d. Distribution transformer winding (using inductance). 
e. Adding fuult resistance to the generators that has no neutral ground. 
£ Zig-zag transformer connection. 
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Most popular arrangement uses a distribution transformer and resistance. 
See figure 7: 
Generator step up transformer 
E 0 ?elay 
Figure 7: Generator with Distribution Transformer Grounding 
Primary voltage rating of the distribution transformer must be equal to or 
greater than the line to neutral voltage rating of the generator. Voltage transformer 
should have sufficient over voltage capability so that it does not saturate at 105% of 
rated voltage. 
2.3.3.7 Rotor earth fault protection. 
Field circuits of modern generators are operated underground [7]. A single 
ground fault (first rotor earth fault) on the field of synchronize machine would not 
produces any immediate damaging effect. However, the existence ground fault will 
stresses other portion of the field winding. Alarm is issued when the first ground 
fault occur to start the shut down procedure at first opportunities orderly. 
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The second groWld fault will cause severe Wlbalance, rotor iron heating, and 
vibration. There are two methods fur detection of rotor earth fault: 
1. de detector 
2. ac detector 
The field winding earth fuult relay is usually instantaneous in operation and 
connected with alarm when there is no immediate danger to set. In both scheme, 
earth return path is through the rotor body. Contact between rotor and stator is 
through the non conducting bearing oil :film (7}. Rotor shaft is earthen by an 
additional brush used to discharge static electricity induce in turbine rotor by steam 
friction thus preventing pitting of bearing surfuce. 
In brushless design, direct detection of rotor earth fault is impossible. 
Vibration detector is employed to initiate tripping. Rotating diodes are protected by 
fuses and fuse failure protection is also provided. 
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2.3.3.5.1 De Detector 
De detector has the high resistance connected across the rotor circuit. The 
earth is connected through the sensitive relay coil at the center point of the 
resistance. Field winding center point being at equipotential with the midpoint of 
the resistor has blind spot under earth fault condition [7J.One half of the resistor is 
replaced by non linear resistor since it changes its value for different rotor voltage. 
It will continuously vary the effective resistor taping voltage as the field condition 




Figure 8: DC Detector 
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2.3.3.5.2 AC Detector 
Ac detector has a small power pack (single phase ac full wave bridge 
rectifier) connected to the positive pole of the field circuit via a fault detecting 
relay. A fault at any point in the field system will pass the sufficient magnitude 
through the relay to cause operation. See figure 9. 
Generator field 
o 120v 
Figure 9: AC detector 
2.3.3.8 Reverse power protection 
Detect prime mover failure such as engine turbine by measuring the power 
drawn by the generator when motoring. Watt metric relay and time lag relay are 
used to prevent operation due to power swings. 
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2.3.3.9 Overload protection 
Overload protection provides back up protection for bus or feeder faults. To 
use over current relay alone is difficult since dte generators synchronous impedance 
limit the sustained fault current to 1he rated current. 
A voltage controlled over current reley or an impedance relay is used. The 
relay will not operate until the voltage is reduced by the fault. Incorrect trip may 
occur on inadvertent loss of voltage supply [6]. 
2.3.3.10 Pole slipping protection 
In large generator, severe mechanical torque oscillations accompany pole 
slipping, require prompt action to prevent damage [6]. Pole slipping does not occur 
if the system fault is cleared by high speed roain protection. 
Pole slipping ei1her between generator and the system or between two 
sections of 1he system will result in a flow of synchronizing power, which reverses 
in direction twice every slip cycle [ 6]. It is characterized by a cyclic change in 
effective load impedance as measured at 1he terminals of the two asynchronous 
systems. 
Pole slipping relays detect the first pole slip condition when a slip in a range 
of ±0.1% to 10% on a 50Hz basis. Protection remains unprotected for steady state 
loading, power swings and correctly cleared system fault conditions. 
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2.3.3.11 Stator open circuit protection 
Open circuit in one of the stator winding will cause single phasing of 
generator and high negative sequence current. This will cause an alarm to alert the 
operator of the condition. 
2.3.3.12 Overheating protection 
Overhearing may occur because of 
a. Overload - high active power load coupled with high 
excitation. 
b. Failure of the ventilation or hydrogen cooling system. 
c. Shorted lamination in the stator iron. 
d. Core bolt insulation failure in the stator iron. 
Alarm is used to let the operator to know if there are serious problem. At 
tmattended stations, the output of the temperature indicator may be used to shut 
down the tmit 
2.3.3.13 Unbalance current protection 
Unbalance of load can cause negative sequence current to flow in stator 
winding. These currents are reflected to the rotor as double frequency current in the 
rotor iron, which can cause severe rotor heating and may soften or weaken the slot 
edge and retaining rings [6]. 
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The unbalance current may causes: 
a. One open phase of a line } external failure 
b. One open pole of the circuit breaker to the machine 
c. Close in unbalance fault that is not promptly cleared 
d. Stator winding fault. 
2.3.3.14 Backup protection 
Negative sequence relay is considered as backup protection since most 
faults should be cleared by stator differential protection. There are 2 types of 
backup protection apply to the generator: 
1. Backup of relays protecting the generator protection wne. 
2. Backup of relays protecting external zone. 
2.3.3.15 Shorted field winding protection 
In generator field winding, the shorted turns have the potential for distorting 
the :field across the air gap. This is because lhe tmsymrnetrical ampere turns of in 
different parts of field winding. If the air gap flux is badly distorted, the very 
distorted forces acting on the rotor. The unbalance force on rotor is severe 
vibration. This will cause damage to lhe baring. Vibration detector is used to spare 
the machine from serious damage. 
2.3.3.16 Open field winding 
Open field can do great damage to the rotor iron but lhis field winding open 
circuit are rare. Open circuit that does not involve ground can cause a sudden drop 
in field current lhat can be detected by loss of field relay. 
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2.3.3.17 Overheating of the field winding 
The temperature of the field winding can be monitored by an ohmmeter that 
can measure the winding resistance of the field. 
2.3.3.18 Over speed protection 
Over speed will cause overvoltage which can be protected usmg 
overvoltage relay. However, over speed control is part of the turbine control 
system. Most large steam turbine controls have two or three separate speed control 
units. Over speed protection must be selective and must not shut the unit down due 
to temporary loss ofload even if the cause is serious. 
Most large steam turbine units have protective devise that are design to 
distinguish between a loads rejection and a fault. Both will cause over speed and 
sudden loss of generated power. Fault will cause increase in current and load 
rejection will cause decrease in current [7]. 
Over speed protection is provide on the prime mover. Turbine is more 
sensitive to over speed. Over speed limiting gear detect sudden loss and closes 
emergency valve immediately to limit the magnitude of the temporary speed rise 
[6]. 
Generator electrical oulput is monitored using a watt metric relay, to detect 
sudden loss of output and operate instantaneously to close its contact. A second 
relay monitors turbine steam output at the chosen stage, closes when the steam 
pressure in full load region. 
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A sudden loss of load causes instantaneous operation of output relay but 1he 
steam input relay does not operate because steam is being admitted to and expand 
in 1he turbine. Under this condition, emergency valve solenoid is energized giving 
instantaneous control of steam admission. The emergency valve remains close until 
falling pressure ofrestoration of load restores in the machine to normal condition. 
Over speed limiting equipment operates additionally the interceptor emergency 
stop valves [6}. 
2.3.3.19 Generator motoring protection 
Motoring protection is providing fur the steam, hydraulic turbine or power 
system but not for generators. The protections is usually considered as part of 
generator protective system since it used electrical quantities usually in form of 
sensitive power relays. 
2.3.3.20 Vibration protection 
Vibration protection is a backup for faults that cause unbalance rotor 
heating due to rotor fault negative sequence rotor heating. It is important 1hat 1here 
be coordination between the electrical protection and the mechanical backup. 
2.3.3.21 Bearing failnre protection 
Bearing temperature can be measure by a temperature sensitive device that 
place in the bearing. This measurement can actuate the alarm to alert the operator if 
there are unwanted situations. It also can be used to trip the units. Some units, 1he 
bearings are lubricating by oil that is circulated through the bearing under pressure. 




3.1 PROCEDURE IDENTIFICATION 
Studies 
• Study on power system protection, its types, the working 
operation and principle, power plant protection and its 
calculation 
• Study the data required in establishing the protection 
coordination (including single line diagram, pick up current, 
saturation point of the current transformer_ etc_) . 
• 
Calculation 
• Perform calculation for protection relay and current transformer . 
• Find the knee point voltage and saturation point of the current 
lransformer_ 
• Calculate short circuit current and perform the protection 
coordination based on it_ 
• 
Analyze 
• Choose the appropriate CT ratio, and pick up current in order to 
maximize the sensitivity_ 
• Choose the bias current 
• Find the relay setting based on short circuit studies_ 
• Differentiate between each type of relay and its function in order 
to do coordination_ 
Result 
• The project meets desired objectives 
Figure 10: Methodology ofWork 
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3.2 CALCULATION 
3.2.1 Nominal Current 
Nominal current, I= ((Rated power) I ('1'3 *Rated Voltage)) 
Dividing the rated power by square root of three is because the system is three 
phase. 
3.2.2 Differential Relay 
We set the ratio of the differential relay is depends on the nominal current. 
Then we calculate fur fault current. To calculate the fault current, first select the 
base power aud also base voltage. Then, :find the p.u reactance according to the 
selected based 
Reactance, p.u =(actual reactance*(based power I rated power)) 
Finding the total impedance, example 
0. 03 is parallel with 0. 024 and 0. 025 
0.024 And 0.025 are connected in series, so: 
0.025 
Finding Zt = ((0.03) (0.024+0.025))1 (0.03+0.024+0.025) 
=0.019p.u 
Fault current, If= 1.0 I Zt p.u 
0,03 f 0.024 
Calculate for the base current, I= (base powerl'l'3*base voltage) 
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So, actual fault current= (base current * fault current p.u) 
To find 1he secondary current of the current transfurmer, we divided 
the current wi1h 1he CT ratio. 
Then we need to find 1he knee point voltage, the bias current and 
also 1he differential current to know 1he saturation point Fur1her details 
about 1hese are being discussed in chapter four (result and discussion). 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 NOMINAL CURRENT 
4.1.1 Generator 
Generator rating: 617.7 MV A, 3-phase, 22 kV, Xd" = 0.2, 0.85, 50 Hz 
Current, I= 617.7 MVA I ("3 * 22kV) 
= 16209 amps 
4.1.2 Generator Transformer 
Generator transfOrmer rating: 590 MV A, 290 k VI 22k V, z = 14% 
High voltage side 
Current, I= 590 MV A I (-Y3 * 290 kV) 
=I 174.61 amps 
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Low voltage side 
Current, I= 590 MV A I (>'3 * 22kV) 
= 15 483 amps 
4.1.3 Generator Transformer Unit Auxiliary 
Generator unit rating: 59 MV A, 22 kV I 11.7 kV, Z = 15% 
High voltage side 
Current, I= 59 MV A I (>'3 * 22 kV) 
= 1 548.3 amps 
Low voltage side 
Current, I= 59 MV A I (>'3 * 11.7 kV) 
= 2 911.42 amps 
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4.2 DIFFERENTIAL RELAY 
The winding and also the stator core will get damage when there are failures 
in stator winding or connection insulation occur. The damage will depends on the 
amount of the fault current and the duration of the fault. 
Protection must be as sensitive as possible 1o detect the lowest fault current 
in the same time remain stable under all permissible load, overload, and through-
fault conditions. 
4.2.1 Generator 
Heavy through current because of the external fault current will cause one 
of the current transformers, CT 1o saturate more than the other. This will cause the 
difference of the secondmy current produce by each CT. The protection need 1o be 
stabilizes for this condition. 
For this relay, we can use a biasing teclmique where the relay setting is 
increase as the through current increase. The through current is calculated as the 
average of the scalar sum of the current entering and the current leaving the 
protection zone. The calculated current then used 1o apply the percentage bias to 
increase the percentage setting. 
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For this generator, the differential protection operating characteristic is as 
shown in figure II. 
Differential current (II +12) 
K2 
KI No Trip 
lsi 
Is2 Maximum average bias current ((II + 12)/2) 
Figure 11: Generator Differential Protection Operation Characteristic 
The initial percentage bias slope, KI is applied for through current up 
generator differential current, Is2. The second percentage bias slope, K2 is applied 
for through currents above the generator differential, Is2 setting. 
lsi should be set to a low setting to protect as much as machine winding. 
The setting should be set 5% of the rated current of the machine (CT secondary 
rated current) which is 5 amps. The initial percentage bias slope can be set from 0% 
to 20% to provide optimum sensitivity for internal fault The second percentage 
bias slope may typically be set to 80%.The higher slope provides stability for 
external fault especially if the generator CTs saturate. 
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The setting ofls2 should be set 120% of the machine rated current. In this case: 
Isl = (0.05) (5) 
= 0.25 amps 
I bias= (0.25 + 6.0) /2 
= 3.125amps 
Is2 = (1.2)(5) 
= 6.0 amps 
I bias:::; Is2 





Nominal current= 16 209 amps 
CT ratio given = 20 000: 5 
CT secondal)' current= (16 209 I (20 000 I 5)) 
=4.052 
Calculate fault current 
Generator rating 
617.7MVA,22kV 
0.85, Xd" = 0.2 
gen transformer rating 
590MVA,z= 14% 
290kVI22kV 
Taking 100 MV A and 22 kV as base to find p.u 




Generator transformer impedance= (O.l4(lOOMV N590 MV A)) = 0.024 p.u 
System impedance= 0.024 
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Finding Zt = ((0.03) (0.024+0.025))/ (0.03+0.024+0.025 
=0.019p.u 
Current fault, If= 1.0 I 0.019 
= 52.63 p.u 
Finding base current and actual fault current 
Base current, I= (100 MVN(v3 *22 kV)) 
= 2 624.32 amps 
Fault current, If= (2 624.32 amps) (52.63 p.u) 
= 138.18 k amps 
Using CT ratio of20 000:5 
CT secondazy current= (138.18 k amps)/ (20 000/5) 
= 34.545 amps 
(34.545 I 5) = 6.909"' 7 times higher than rated secondazy current for CT. 
Fault at generator side 
Fault current at generator side= ((52.63) (0.025+0.024))/ 0.025+0.024+0.03) 
=32.64p.u 
Actual fault current at the generator side= (32.64 p.u) (2 624.32 amps) 
= 85.66 k amps 
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CT second;uy current= (85.66 k amps) I (20 000 I 5) 
=21.415 amps 
Fault at system side 
Fault current at system side= ((52.63) (0.03)) I (0.025+0.024+0.03) 
= 19.99p.u 
Actual fault current at the system side= (19.99 p.u) (2 624.32 amps) 
= 52.46 k amps 
CT secondazy current= (52.46 k amps) I (20 000 I 5) 
= 13.115 amps 
CT saturation point 
CT rating: 3 phase, 20 000:5, 5Pl 0, 200 VA, relay impedance= 1.5 ohms, and the 
lead impedance= 0.2 
The percentage error of this CT is not more that 5% and the saturation limit factor 
is 10. 
Knee point voltage= (10) (200 VA I 5) = 400 V. 
The second;uy current imposed 400 V across the CT given by 
(Knee voltage) I (relay impedance+ lead impedance)= (400) I (1.5 + 0.2) 
= 235.29 amps "' 48 times greater than rated current. 
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4.2.2 Generator Transformer 
4.2.2.1 Calculation 
Calculate fault current 
Generator rating 
617.7 MV A, 22 kV 
0.85, Xd" = 0.2 
gen transformer rating 
590 MVA, z= 14% 
290 kV 122 kV 
Nominal current at primary side 
590MVA I (--/3 * 290 kV) = 1174.61 amps 
The CT rating is 1500: 5 
system 
X= 0.025 
The secondary CT current is (1174.61) I (1500 I 5) = 3.91 amps 
Taking 100 MV A and 290 kV as base to calculate the impedance 
Generator impedance: (0.2)(100 MVA/6l7.7MVA)) = 0.03 p.u 
Generator transformer impedance: (0.14(100MVN590 MV A))= 0.024 p.u 
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System impedance= 0.024 
Finding Zt = ((0.03 + 0.024) (0.025)) I (0.03+0.024+0.025) 
= O.oi7 p.u 
Current fault, H= 1.0 I 0.017 = 58.23 p.u 
Finding base current and actual fuult current 
Base current, I= (100 MVN (-./3 * 290 kV)) 
= 199.1 amps 
Fault current, H= (199.1 amps) (58.23 p.u) 
= 11.629 k amps 
Using CT ratio of I 500:5 
CT secondazy current= (11.629 k amps)/ (1 500/5) 
= 38.76amps 
(38.76 I 5) = 7.75 "'8 times higher than rated secondazy current for CT. 
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Fault at generator transformer side 
Fault current at generator transformer side 
= ((58.23) (0.025)) 1(0.025+0.024+0.03) 
= 18.43 p.u 
Actual fault current at the generator transformer side 
= (18.43 p.u) (199.1 amps) 
= 3.680 k amps 
CT secondary current= (3.680 k amps) I (1 500 I 5) 
= 12.27 amps 
Fault at system side 
Fault current at system side= ((58.23) (0.03 + 0.024)) I (0.025+0.024+0.03) 
=39.8p.u 
Actual fault current at the system side= (39.8 p.u) (199.1 amps) 
= 7.924 k amps 
CT secondary current= (7.924 k amps) I (1 500 I 5) 
= 26.41 amps 
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4.2.2.2 Inrerposing Cnrrent Transformer 
20 000:5 1 500:5 
Figure 12: Generator Transformer Differential Relay 
The transformer differential relays compare lhe phase and magnitude of 
current entering one winding of lhe transfurrner wilh lhe one leaving lhe 
transformer. The difference between lhis two current will cause lhe relay to operate 
and if lhe current exceed lhe relay setting, lhe transformer will trip. 
Since lhe rated currents lhat entering and leaving lhe differential relay will 
not exactly lhe same wilh lhe rated current at lhe generator transformer, they used 
the interposing current transformer to balance back the current so that the line 
current transfurmer, CT will match to the normal full load current of the 
transformer. 
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4.2.2.2.1 Calculation for interposing current transformer 
Table 2: Interposing Current Transformer that Available for Current Ratio 
and Phase Angle Matching with Line CTs Used with Transformer Differential 
Relay Type MBCB[ll) 
Description Reference number 
single-phase transformer 0.577- L732/1A GJ0104010 
single-phase transformer 2.886- 8.66/5A GJOI04020 
single-phase transformer 2.886- 8.66/IA GJ0104030 
three-phase transfurmer group 0.577- L7321lA GJOI04050 
three-phase transfurmer group 2.886 - 8.66/5A GJOI04 060 
three-phase transformer group 2.886- 8.66/1A GJ0104070 
Table 3: Details of the Number of Turns on Each of the Transformers Noted 
in Table 2(11] 
Primary Number ofTums 
Winding Transformer rating 
Taps 0.577- 1.732/IA 2.886-8.66/lA 2.886- 8.66/SA 
I-2 5 1 1 
2-3 5 1 l 
3-4 5 1 I 
4-S 5 1 I 
5-6 125 25 25 
X-7 25 5 5 
7-8 25 5 5 
8-9 25 5 5 
Sl-S2 125 125 25 
S3 -S4 90 90 18 
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Figure 13: Disposition ofWindings on Interposing Transformer [111 
Transformer rating: 3 phase, star delta, 590 MV A, 290 k V I 22 k V 
Current transformer rating at primary side I 500:5 
Current transformer rating at secondary side 20 000:5 
At primary side of the transformer 
Nominal current: 590MV A I (-./3 * 290 kV) = I 174.6I amps 
During rated load condition, the following current per pilot: 
I I74.61 I (I 50015) = 3.9I5 amps 
At secondmv side of the transformer 
Nominal current: 590MV A I (-./3 * 22 kV) = I5 483 amps 
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The output of the secondary current transformers will be: 
15 483 I (20 000/5) = 3.871 amps 
• Thus, the required ratio for the inteipOsing current transformers is 3.871:3.915. 
Refer to figure 13, the output to the relay are (S1 - S2) and (S3 - S4). Based from 
the table, using output winding (S1 - S2) and (S3 - S4) connection in series gives 
25 +18 = 43 turns. 
• The input winding turns will be : 
((43)(3.915))/('4'3 * 3.871)=25.ll tums::::26tums. 
The generator transformer is star delta connection and the interposing CT is 
connected at 1he star winding of the generator transformer. In this case, 1he star 
delta interposing current transfurmer is being used so that the phase and amplitude 
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Figure 14: Interposing Cfs Connection (11) 
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1~:5 
4.2.2.3 Unit auxiliary transformer 
4.2.2.3.1 Caleulation 





0.85, Xd" = 0.2 
Unit-aux transformer 
gen transformer rating 
590 MVA, z= 14% 
290 kV 122 kV 
Nominal current at secondary side 
59MV A I (-./3 * 11.7 kV) = 2 911.42 amps 
The CT rating is 3 700: 5 
unit- aux transformer 
59MV A, 22kV I 11.7 
15.5% 
The secondary CT current is (2 911.42) I (3 700 15) = 3.93 amps 
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Taking 100 MV A and 11.7 kV as base to calculate the impedance 
Generator impedance: (0.2) (100 MV A I 617.7 MVA)) = 0.03 p.u 
Generator transformer impedance: (0.14(100MV N590 MVA)) = 0.024 p.u 
Unit- aux = ((0.155)(100MVN59MVA)) = 0.26 p.u 
System impedance= 0.024 
Finding Z = ((0.025 + 0.024) (0.03)) I (0.03+0.024+0.025) 
=0.019p.u 
Zt= 0.26 + 0.019 p.u= 0.279 p.u 
Current fault, If= 1.0 I 0.219 = 3.58 p.u 
Finding base current and actual fuult current 
Basecurrent,I=(IOOMVN(~3 * 11.7kV)) 
= 4 934.46 amps 
Fault current, If= (4 934.46 amps) (3.58 p.u) 
= 17.665 k amps 
Using CT ratio of3 700:5 




1 < Oo 
0.26 
(23.87 f 5) =4.774"' 5 times higher than rated secondary current for CT. 
4.2.2.3.2 Bias differential element 
In this relay, there are 2 bias input per phase for two phase winding 
transformer [12]. In unit-aux transformer, bias differential protection is used to 
eliminate the use of inte1p0sing current transformer. Bias differential protection 
being used with restricted earth fault protection to cover the large percentage of 
transformer winding. 
Figure 15 show the bias differential characteristic. 
Dlft{,r~!i;:d.::;_un€'rlt Jx:r1': = 
a~ -+il#-.ltl-lf-li-4 
Settu~g HJI!gt?-
~}t 'if - ;fJ; .5£ml 
4 
:~ " _________ ,. ____ --·---- ---------
iE!led,.."""" it.l:~:= Pi .,. Jl!loil+ liL>,I • iil<li 
2 
'·· ······~· .•....•. -.......... ······-·- .. • ····-· .... ··-····--·-·····. . .•..... -· ·- . -·· ..•... 
Figure 15: Biased Differential Cbaracteristic[12) 
Minimum differential current is set between 1 00/o and 50% of the rated 
current. The rated current is SA. So, the minimum differential current is between 
0.5 amps and 2.5 amps. The slope is set to 200/o from zero to the rated current to 
ensure the sensitivity to the internal fault and also to allow the current transformer 
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(CTs) ratio errors. Besides, it is to allow up to 15% mismatch when the generator 
transformer is at the limit of its tap changing [12]. 
When the differential current is over the rated current (5 amps), error will 
increase. This will cause the current transformer to be saturate. To encounter this 
problem, 1he bias slope is increase to 80%. 
This bias differential protection include wi1h magnetizing inrush element 
and also selectable over fluxing element [12]. These elements are installed to slow 
down 1he relay during 1he heavy internal fuult and to prevent from unwanted 
tripping due to 1his condition. 
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4.3 STATOREARTHFAULT 
Stator earth fault is current operated and can be typically set to 95% of the 
stator winding. It is usually used resistive earthed generator. Besides, it also is used 
to respond to current in the secondary current in secondary circuit of an earthing 
transformer loaded with a resistor. A time delayed low set element and an 
instantaneous high set element are provided. 
0.36 
Distribution transformer rating Max current rating= 3 81 amps 
22 kV /240 V = 0.36 ohms 
280kVA,50Hz 
Primary voltage of the distribution transfOrmer = line-neutral voltage rating of the 
generator. 
CT ratio of the generator= 20 000:5 
Maximum current= 381 I ( 20 000/5) 
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= 0.0095 this current does not enough to operate differential relay of 
the generator 
Secondary resistor= 0.36 ohms 
Primary resistor= (0.36) (22kV/240V)2 
= 3025 Q 
Generator ground current, I= VIR 
=22kV /3025 
= 7.27 amps 
WecanselecttheCT Aratioofl0:5 
The secondary CT A current is= 7.27 I (1 0/5) 
= 3.64 amps 
Relay current, In = 5 A 
TMS setting = 4 sec 
Current setting Ie > 0.005 In- O.lln 
> 0.005(5) = 0.025 
Time characteristic is DT - definite time. The setting time is 4 seconds. The relay 
will trip directly after 4 seconds. 
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4.4 LOW FORWARD I REVERSE POWER RELAY 
The reverse power relay is used to detect loss in prime mover. The failure in 
the prime mover can be detect by the power drawn by the generator when 
motoring. The power setting can be choose from I W- 40W since 1he relay are SA 
relay. Choosing 1he lowest value of power setting which is I W to optimize 
sensitivity of 1he relay. The time delay can be set from 0.5s- I Os. 
The low forward relay is used in steam turbine generator to avoid 
overspeeding. The low forward power interlock is used in turbine to supply 
electrical power so 1hat 1he generator are acting as a break and providing non-
urgent tripping condition. The power setting is been choose I W to maximize 
sensitivity of1he relay. 
4.5 VOLTAGE DEPENDENT OVERCURRENT RELAY 
Voltage dependent overcurrent relay is ano1her backup system. The relay 
will trip if the fault has not been cleared by ano1her protection. So, the relay 
operating time is slightly higher 1han 1he oilier protection relay. In Kapar Energy 
Ventures, the generators are connected to 1he bus bar via step up transfOrmer, so 1he 
voltage dependent overcurrent function is voltage restrain mode. In this mode, 1he 
current pick up level is proportionally lowered as the voltage fails below 1he setting 
point. But since 1he timing characteristic is definite time, 1he graph of 1he voltage 
restrain mode is as below. The relay will trip after the setting time which is 3 sec. 
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Current pick up level 
I> -----------~------
KI> 
VI Voltage level 
Figure 16: Voltage Restrain Mode Definite Time Characteristic 
I> for V>Vl 
KI> +((I>- KI>)/(Vl-V2)) * (V-V2) for Vl<V<V2 
KI> for V<Vl 
Since the time characteristic is definite time, there is no value ofV2. 
The voltage VI can be set between 20V - 120V. The setting voltage 
Vl= 88V. Value of the rated current is SA. Current I> can be set from O.S*rated 
current to 2.4*rated current. Taking 1.3*rated current, I>= 6.5A. K factor can be 
set from 0.25 to 1.00. We take the lowest value of K to increase sensitivity of the 
relay when the voltage drops below the setting value. Taking the value ofK=0.25, 
Kl> = !.625. If the current value is above 1.625 below the setting voltage above 4 
seconds, the relay will trip. Same goes if the current is above 6.5A above the 
voltage setting point. 
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4.6 NEGATIVE PHASE SEQUENCE RELAY 
Negative phase sequence relay will detect the unbalance load condition. 
Overheating can occur due to induced eddy current in rotor. This function has 
thermal replica curve which simulates the effect of the pre-fault heating due to low 
level of standing negative phase sequence current, 12. 
When 12 value is above the threshold, the thermal replica, t = KJI22· K is the 
generator's per-unit current thermal capacity constant in seconds. In this negative 
phase sequence relay , the thermal capacity constant for heating ,K can be set from 
2s to 40s and for the constant for cooling ,K reset is from 2s to 60s. K reset is used 
when the generator is cooling and will cause the reduction of 12. This is to provide 
the rotor components with differing cooling time constant. 
When the high value of K is being select and the negative phase sequent 
currents measured are near to the threshold, the operating time may be too slow. 
So, in this case, the setting time will be maximums. T max can be set from 500s to 
2000s. in this relay , the T max setting = 2000s. The maximum setting time is to 
provide a safe trip time. 
The operating time will become too fast when the value of 12 is high. This 
will cause the loss of discrimination with other power protection under fault 
condition. To overcome this situation, the inverse characteristic is provided with an 
adjustable minimum operating time setting, T min. T min can be set from 0.25s to 
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40s. Set to the low value to optimize sensitivity of the relay. T min is set to 






Figure 17: Negative Pbase Sequence Characteristic 
For tripping element 
I2>> can be set from 0.05*rated current to 0.5*rated current. The rated current= 
5A. 
Operating characteristic, t =- (K/I2>>2)*loge*(I-(I2»1I2?) 
taking K = 5s, I2» = 0.3A and I2=0.9 
For alarm element 
I2> can be set from 0.03*rated current to 0.5*rated current and the alarm setting 









Figure 18: Field Failure Protection Characteristic (mho characteristic) 
This field failure protection relay is provided with single phase impedance 
measuring element. This single phase impedance has an offset mho characteristic as 
figure 18. Filed failure protection relay are used to protect the loss of excitation due 
to field failure. This failure can canse a large number of reactive current which can 
endanger the generator. 
-Xa =Mho offset Xh =Mho diameter 
An integrating timing arrangement is also provided to allow the relay to trip 
within the setting time even though the impedance may faU outside the mho 
characteristic temporarily for example under pole slipping condition. Time delay 
pick up timer can be set between 0 to 25 sec and drop off timer can be set from 0 to 
5 sec. 
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-Xa can be set between O.Sfl- 50. 
Injection test on stage Xa 
Xa = V/(I*-./3). For example, voltage inject ,V = 5, pick up current= 1.962arnps 
the Mho offset= 1.471 n 
Injection test on stage Xa + Xb 
Xa + Xb = V/(-./3*1), voltage inject= 20V, pick up current= 0.383amps 
:Xa+Xb=29.7fl. 
4.8 OVER VOLTAGE RELAY 
Over voltage relay are used for backup system for speed control governor 
and automatic voltage regulator. If there are overvoltage occur, the high set of the 
element can provide fast operation. The rated voltage here is II OV. There are two 
types of overvoltage for generator protection. One is 59 .1. The setting voltage is 
140V. If the voltage is higher than 140 Vin 3 sec, the relay will operate. The other 
one is 59.2. The setting current is higher than the first one. The setting current is 
l60V, so the time delay is lesser to prevent from further damage. The time delay is 
0.5 sec. Both of the relay time delay can be set between 0 to 10 seconds depends on 
the voltage setting and the relay capability. Both elements are three phase device. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSIONs AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
This project is to studies on protection component in power plant and also 
protection coordination. The project achieves its objectives as author understands 
the types of fault and failure that occurs in power plants. Besides, the author 
understands the concept of generator and generator protection and can analyze the 
setting of the current transformer. Furthermore, several calculations has been done 
such as calculation for fault current, the bias setting for differential relay and also 
interposing current transfOrmer fur all the generator, generator transformer and also 
unit auxiliary transformer in order to understand and analyze the setting of current 
transformer and relay. 
The pickup current for most of the relay is taken 5% - I 0% of the rated 
current. The low value of the pickup current is to optimum 1he sensitivity fur the 
fault. Relay operating characteristic must be carefully coordinated in order to 
achieve selectivity and basically to switch off only the fuulted component in order 
to minimize 1he interruptions and assure stability. Failure of stator winding, or 
connection insulation, can result in severe damage to the windings and stator core. 
The extent of damage depends upon the fuult current level and the duration of the 
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fault. Interposing Current transformer and bias differential relay are used to balance 
the current so that the line current transformer, CT will match to the normal full load 
current of the transformer. 
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 
This project is a good approach for generator protection studies at Kapar Energy 
Ventures (KEV). This can contribute in reducing cost for hiring external expertise thus 
enhancing the reliability of the generator. For more improvement, some additional research 
could be added in order to make the system more efficient and user friendly. 
60 
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Detail/Week I 2 3 4 
~ l Selection of Project Topic 2 Preliminary Research Work 
3 Submission of Preliminary Report • 
4 Studies on generator 
5 Studies on types offault 
6 Studies on Generator protection 
7 Submission of Progress Report 
8 Gathering the data needed 
10 Submission of Interim Report Final Draft 
11 Submission of Interim Report 
-
Gantt chart for FYP I 















No. Detail/ Week 1 2 3 ~ 
~ 1 Study on generator protection 2 Start calculation 
3 Submission of progress report II • 
4 Analyze the setting 
5 Submission of draft report II 
6 Final report (soft bound) 
7 Submission of technical report 
8 Reconnnendations and conclusion 
9 Oral presentation 
10 Submission of final report (hard cover) 
Gantt chart for FYP2 
5 6 7 8 9 to 
• 













G. H. Liew Engineering (1990) Sdn. Bhd. 
No. 25, Jalan 7/6, Seksyen 7, 46050 Petaling Jaya. 
Tel: 03-79542675, 79548675, 79545270 Fax: 03-79548450 
Web Address: http://ghliew1990.com 
Generator Protection LGPG11 (-F60) Protection List 
: 3578/2002 - 12 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
1b No 
ient 
stallation : SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
D t ·1 ~ ay e a1 s: 
ake GEC Model LGPG111 01555MEB 
lrial No 630494H AuxVoltage 250Vdc 
Jlt Rated 110Vac Amp Rated 5A 
ettings List 
System Data: 
ant Reference LGPG111 Relay 
odel No. LGPG11101555MED 
lrial No. 630494H 
equency 50Hz 
Jmms Level 1 
:!lav Address 1 
:live Setting Group 1 
Jftware Ref 1 18 LGPG002 XXX EG 
Jftware Ref 2 18 SCM001 002D 
1gic 1/P Status I I I I I I I I I I I I 
:!lay 0/P Status I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Transformer Ratios· 
splay Value SECONDARY i 
Jrrent Rating 5A \ 
ff. CT Ratio 4000/1 ~ 
"" 
C'· ,-c,~-, r' 
lnsitive Ia CT Ratio 4000/1 I 
:!Sidual CT Ratio 4000/1 I 
lrlh CT Ratio 2.0/1 \ 
lrlh VT Ratio 200/1 I 
mse CT Ratio 4000/1 \ 
ne VT Ratio 200/1 I 
Jmp VT Ratio 200/1 .__) 
Protection FN Status 
enerator Differential 86 G Gen Diff ENABLE 
lrlh Fault Protection 51N>SEF Low Set ENABLE 
51 N» SEF Hi>!h Set DISABLE 
59N Neutral Disp ENABLE 
67N SDEF DISABLE 
Dependent Over current 51VOC ENABLE 
Jwer protection 32R Reverse Pwr ENABLE 
32L Low Fwd Pwr ENABLE 
·equency Protection 81U-1 UF ENABLE 
81U-2 UF ENABLE 
8100F DISABLE 
Jltage protection 27 uv DISABLE 
590V ENABLE 
60 Volta\le BLN ENABLE 
eQative Phase Sequence · 46 Neq. Ph Seq. ENABLE 










~utral DISP 59N 
~> 3.4 KV (17V) 
4.0 sec 
4.0 sec 
Reset 0 sec 








illS 3.0 sec 
eset 0 sec 
>w Forward Power 32L 
1der Voltage 27 
I 














Earth Fault 51 N 
CharjSI/DT) DT 
le 0.175A 
TMS 4.0 sec 
TRese! 0 sec 
le>> -
!>> -I v. ~o ....... ," "I 10V 
Reverse Power 32R 
Comp. 0 DEGREE 
-P> 1.0W 
T 10.0 sec 
!DO 0 sec 
Under Frequency 81 U-1&2 
F1 47.5 Hz 
!1 10 sec 
F2 47.1Hz 
t2 0.1sec 
Over Voltage 59 
V> 140V 
!> 3 sec 
V>> 160V 
!>> 0.5 sec 
Field Failure 40 
-Xa 1.5 Ohm 
Xb 28.2 Ohm 
t 2.0 sec 
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Tel: 03-79542675, 79548675, 79545270 Fax: 03-79548450 
Web Address: http://ghliew1990.com 
Generator Differential Relay test Report. 
: 3578/2002- 12A 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP ) LGPG111-2 
D "I >lay eta1 s: 
1ke GEC Model LGPG11101 S555MEB 
:rial No 630494H AuxVoltage 250Vdc 
>de No 87G Rated Current 5A 
s tf 'ay e mgs: 
' 
Description Setting 
ls1 Setting 0.25A 
K1 SettinQ 0% 
ls2 Setting 6.0A 
K2 Setting 150% 
I . f t t n]ec Jon es : 
lo Element Pick up (A) Expected (A) 
1 Ph A 0.267 0.25 
2 Ph B 0.251 0.25 
3 Ph C 0.264 0.25 
Timing test. 
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Low Forward I Reverse Power Relay test Report. 
:3578/2002- 128 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP) LGP.G111-2 
GEC Model LGPG11101S144LEB 
630494H AuxVoltar:Je 250Vdc 
32 Rated Current 5A 
s tf ay e mgs: 
) Stage Description Setting Value Setting Value 
32R 32L 
32 Power Setting 1.0W 1.0W 
Time Delay 10 sec 2.0 sec 
Time (Drop Off) 0 sec 0 sec 
'Ction test • 
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./' Field Failure Relay test Report. 
: 3578/2002 - 12C 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: MULTI FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP) LGPG111-2 
D t "I 1 ay e a1 s: 
3ke GEC Model LGPG111 01555MED 
1rial No 630494H AuxVoltage 250Vdc 
1de No 40 Rated Current 5Amp 
s tf 'ay e mgs: 
lo Stag_e DescrlJ:ltion Setting_ Value 
1 40 X a 1.50 
Xb 28.20 
Time Delay 2.0secs 
Time (Drop-off) 0.1secs 
I . n~ect1on t t es on stage X Xb a+ : 
'hase Voltage Pick up Current Calculate(O): Expected (0) 
(V) (A) Xa+Xb=V I (I x,iJ) 
RYB 20 0.383 30.14 29.7 
I . f t t X llJ_ec 10n es onst~ a: 
'hase Voltage Pick up Current Calculate {0): Expected (0) 
(V) (A) Xa=V I (I x,r3) 
RYB 5 1.962 1.47 1.5 
T 1ming test. 
. 
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1 
Stator Earth Fault test Report. 
:3578/2002 - 120 
:TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
:SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
:MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP) LGPG111-2 
GEC Model LGPG 111 01555 MED 
630494H AuxVoltaQe 250Vdc 
51N 






iication : OK 






•mark : MAINTENANCE 
sted by KC WONG 
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Neutral Displacement Relay Test Report. 
: 3578/2002 - 12E 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP) LGPG111-2 
GEC Model LGPG11101555MEB 
630494H Aux Volta~e 250Vdc 
59N Rated Current 5A 
1lay Settings : 
Ia Stage Description Setting Value 
1 59N-1 Ve> setting 17V 
Time Delay t1 4 sec 
2 59N-2 Ve>> 17V 
Time Delay t2 ( 4 ~EY' 
Reset Time 0 sec 
ection Test· 
Description Pickup (V) Drop Off (V) Expected (V) 
59N-1 
59N-2 
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~ ay D "I eta1 s: 
1 Voltage Dependent 0/C Relay test Report. 
:3578/2002- 12F 1- Pl 
-+""------
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd. 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR. 
: MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP) LGPG111-2 
>ke GEC Model LGPG11101555MEB 
~rial No 630494H 
>de No 51V 



















Injected (V) Current (A) 
120 . 6.5 
65 ' 1§.25 i 











,_ ~ I 
-~--
AuxVoltaqe 250Vdc 











.: 3 sec 
..... 
Pick-up (A) Drop-off( A) Operating time 
at 2x I> (sec) 
6.52 6.46 3 
1.682 1.532 3 
1.65 1.53 3 
LGPG111 
' 
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f Negative Phase Sequence Relay test Report. 
: 3578/2002 - 12G 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd. 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
:MULTI FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP) LGPG111-2 
GEC Model LGPG111 01555MEB 
630494H Aux Voltaqe 250Vdc 
46 Rated Current 5A 
llay Settings : 
Stage Description Setting Value 
46>Aiarm 12> setting 0.2A 
t> 3.0 sec 
46» trip 12» setting 0.3A ' -· 
K3 5 sec 
Tmax ~000~ 
Tmin 0.5 sec 
Kreset 5 sec 
iection test : 
Characteristic & operating time for 46> N PS Alarm 
Phase Expected Pick-up (A) Drop-off(A) Operating time (sec) 
Injected current (A) 
A-N 0.6 0.606 0.595 










current (A) (A) 
0.9 0.90 
:OK 
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Under Frequency Relay test Report. 
: 3578/2002 - 12H 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: MULTI FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP) LGPG111-2 
GEC Model LGPG11101555MEB 
630494H Aux Voltage 250Vdc 
81U.1 & 81 U.2 Rated Current 5A 
s tf e ay e mgs: 
Description Setting 
·eguency Setting, F1 < 47.5 Hz 
me Delay, t1 10 sec 
·equency Setting, F2< 47.1 Hz 
me Delay, t2 0.1 sec 
ject10n Test : 
Description Pickup (Hz) Drop Off (Hz) Expected (Hz) · 
81U.1 47.49 47.50 47.5 
81U.2 47.08 47.13 47.J 
T t mmg es: 
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Over Voltage Relay test Report. 
:3578/2002 - 121 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
:SSM Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP) LGPG111-2 
GEC Model LGPG111 01555MEB 
630494H Aux Voltage 250Vdc 
59.1 & 59.2 Rated Volta~e 110Vac 
e ay s tf e mgs: 
No Stage Description Setting Value 
1 59.1 Voltage Setting 140 v 
Time Delay 3.0 sec 
2 59.2 Voltage setting 160 v 
Time Delay 0.5 sec 
. f T t IJeC 10n es : 
Description Pickup (V) Drop Off (V) Expected (V) 
59.1 
59.2 
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Voltage Balance Relay test Report. 
(code:60) 
: 3578/2002 - 12J 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
:.SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (BACKUP) LGPG111-2 
GEC Model LGPG 111 01 555MED 
630494H Rated Current 5A 
60 Rated Voltage 110Vac 
Settin 
10 v 





















Drop-off Value(V) Remark Expected iV) 
101.1 V2-110V 100 
101.0 V2-110V · 100 
101.0 V1 -110V 100 
101.0 V1 -110V 100 
LGPG111 
G. H. LIEW ENGINEERING (1990) SDN. BHD. 
Job No.: 3578/2002-13A 
POLE SLIP TEST REPORT 
(CODE:78) 
Client: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
Installation : 
Circuit: 
SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAP AR 
SSA PH3 REG316 VARIANT 4 UNIT 5 78 POLE SLIP 
Relay Details : 
Make : ABB Model 
Serial No : - Aux Voltage 
Rated Current : SA Rated Voltage 
s tf e mes: 
Description Setting Value 
I. ZA 0.1740 
2. ZB -0.179 0 
3 zc 0.1460 
4 Phi, 270 ° 
5 Scaling Factor, K -0.774 
In.iection Test For Pole Slip: 
: 
: 
Description Operation 3 phase current 3 phase volatge 
I R,Y.B ( 49.5Hz), VR,Y.B(50Hz) 
A v 
NO TRIP 2.67 8 
TRIP 2.69 8 
ZONEr TRIP 2.70 
-
8 
TRIP 2.75 8 
8=90° TRIP 3.0 8 
TRIP 5.0 8 
TRIP 5.0 6 
TRIP 5.0 8 
TRIP 4.0 8 
ZONE2 TRIP 3.34 8 TRIP 3.30 8 
8 =270° TRIP 3.28 8 
TRIP 2.75 8 
TRIP 2.74 8 
NOTRJP 2.73 8 
Checking for Voltage Balance 60-3 Blocking= YES 
Remarks: LED 3,6 






































" ~ .. :o.:n-z 
j ' . ~- ·n:r~ .,.,_ 
'St- .. \ 
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Voltage Balance Relay test Report. 
(code:60) 
: 3578/2002-138 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
:.SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: SSA PH3 REG316 VARIANT 4 UNIT 5 60-3 VOLTAGE BALANCE 
ABB Model REG316 
- AuxVoltage 250Vdc 
5A Rated Voltag_e 110Vac 
s tf eay e mgs: 
Description Setting 
ver Voltage Setting 0.1 Un 
ime.setting 0.04sec 






































G. H. LIEW ENGINEERING (1990) SDN. BHD. 
OVER EXCITATION PROTECTION (CODE 24) 
Job No.: 3578/2002- 13C 
Client: 1NB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
Installation : SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAP AR 
Circuit: SSAPH3 REG316 VARIANT 4 UNIT 5 59/81-2 OVER EXCITATION 
Relay Details : . 
Make : ABB Model : REG316 
Serial No : - Aux Voltage : 250Vdc 
Rated Current SA Rated Voltage l!OVac 
s ettin~s : 
Description Setting Valne 
1. Voltage FreQ 1.08 Un!Fn 
2. Time Delay 43 sec 
In.iection Test : 
Description Expected Value Measured Value 
1. ·Pick-up Voltage 118.8 v 119.0V /. 
2. Time Delay 43.0 sec 43.01 sec / . -«::' .?· 
Remarks: LED2,4 
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'I tlay Deta1 s : 
: 357812002- 14 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
. 
•ke GEC Model LGPG111 01555MEB 
1rial No 630491H AuxVoltaQe 250Vdc 
,It Rated 110Vac Amp Rated 5A 
1ttings List 
S t D t svs em a a: 
mt Reference LGPG111 Relay 
Jdel No. LGPG111 01555MED 
'rial No. 630491H 
squencv 50Hz 
,mms Level 1 
•layAdd ress 1 
live Setting Group 1 
·ftware Ref 1 18 LGPG002 XXX EG 
ftware Ref2 18 SCM001 002D 
gic liP Status I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
,Jay OIP Status I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Transformer Ratios· 
;play Value PRIMARY 
rrent Rating 5A 
f. CT Ratio 4000 I 1 
nsitive I a CT Ratio 4000 I 1 
sidual CT Ratio 4000 I 1 
rth CT Ratio 2.0 I 1 
rth VT Ratio 200 I 1 
ase CT Ratio 4000 I 1 
eVT Ratio 200 I 1 
mpVT Ratio 200 I 1 
Protection FN Status 
nerator Differential 86 G Gen Diff . ENABLE 
rth Fault Protection 51 N>SEF Low Set ENABLE 
51 N» SEF HiQh Set DISABLE 
59N Neutral Disp ENABLE 
67N SDEF - DISABLE 
lependent Over current 51VOC ENABLE 
Ner protection 32R Reverse Pwr ENABLE 
32L Low Fwd Pwr ENABLE 
'quency Protection 81U-1 UF ENABLE 
81U-2 UF ENABLE 
810 OF - DISABLE 
!age protection 27 uv . DISABLE 
590V ENABLE 
60 Voltage BLN ENABLE 
~alive Phase Sequence 46 Neg. Ph Seq .. ENABLE 




ienerator Differential 87G 
:1 1.0 KA (0.25A) 
1 0% 
:2 24 KA (6.0A) 
2 150% 
eutral DISP 59N 
e> 3.4 KV (17V} 
4.0 sec 
4.0 sec 
Reset 0 sec 
Dependent OC 51V 
1 CONTROL 
Jtate Yd 






JIS 3.0 sec 
eset 0 sec 




)0 0 sec 
;omp 
-
1der Voltage 27 














Earth Fault 51N 
Char (SI/DT) DT 
le 0.35A (0.175A) 
TMS 4.0 sec 
TRese! 0 sec 
le>> -
!>> -
I v. ~., .. , Balance 60 
Reverse Power 32R 
Comp. 0 DEGREE 
-P> f-O.SMW (1.0W) 
T 4.0 sec 
!DO 0 sec 
Under Frequency 81U-1&2 
F1 47.5 Hz 
!1 0.1 sec 
F2 47.1Hz 
t2 0.1sec 
Over Voltage 59 
V> 28KV (140V} 
t> 3 sec 
V>> 32KV (160V) 
!>> 0.5 sec 
F1eld Fa1lure 40 
-Xa 115m Ohm (2.3 Ohm} 
Xb 700m Ohm (14 Ohm) 
t 0.1 sec 
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Generator Differential Relay test Report. 
: 3578/2002 - 14A 
;_INB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
D 'I eay eta1s: 
ake GEC Model LGPG11101S144LEB 
orial No 630491H Aux VoltaQe 250Vdc 
~de No 87G Rated Current 5A 
s tf a ay e JnQS: 
Description Setting 
ls1 Setting 1KA 
K1 Setting_ 0% 
ls2 Setting 24KA 
K2 Setting 150% 
Injection test: 
w Element Pick up_iA) E~pected _{Al_ 
1 Ph A 0.264 0.25 
2 PhB 0.269 0.25 
3 PhC 0.259 0.25 
Timing test. 




















.............. E~~i~~· ' ................ . 
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Low Forward I Reverse Power Relav test Report. 
:3578/2002 - 14B 
: TNB GeneratioR-Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
:MULTI FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
GEC Model LGPG11101S144LEB 
630491H Aux Voltage 250Vdc 
32 Rated Current 5A 
s . 
' ay ettmgs : 
lo Stage Description Setting Value Setting Value 
32R 32L 
1 32 Power Setting 0.8MW 0.8MW 
Time Delay 4.0 sec 2.0 sec 
Time (Drop Off) 0 sec 0 sec 
ection test · 
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Field Failure Relay test Report. 
: 3578/2002 - 14C 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
:MULTI FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
'lay Details : 
1ke GEC Model LGPG111 01555MED 
rial No 630491H Aux Voltag_e 250Vdc 
ode No 40 Rated Current 5Amp 
lay Settings : 
lo Stage Description Setting Value 
1 40 X a 2.3Q 
Xb 14Q 
Time Delay 0.1secs 
Time (Drop-off) Osecs 
. f t t t X Xb mec 1on es on sage a+ : 
hase Voltage Pic~ Current Calculate(Q): Expected (Q) 
(V) (A) Xa+Xb=V I (I xv'3) 
WB 20 0.7 16.49 16.3 
. f t t t X nJeC 10n es on sage a: 
hase Voltage Pick up Current Calculate (Q): Expected (Q) 
(V) (A) Xa=V I (I xv'3) 
~YB 5 1.268 2.27 2.3 
"iming test. 















............••.............. ~ .................... . 
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Stator Earth Fault test Report. 
:3578/2002 -14D 
:TNB Generation Sdn.sh-d 
:SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
:MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
GEC Model LGPG 111 01555 MED 
630491H AuxVoltage 250Vdc 
51N 






1dication : OK 
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Neutral Displacement Relay Test Report. 
:3578/2002 - 14E 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
:MULTI FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
GEC Model LGPG111 01555MEB 
630491H Aux Voltage 250Vdc 
59N Rated Current 5A 
~ ay s . ettmgs: 
lo Stage Description Setting Value 
1 59N-1 Ve> setting 17V 
Time Delay t1 4 sec 
2 59N-2 Ve>> 17V 
Time Delay t2 4 sec 
Reset Time 0 sec 
ection Test · 
Description Pickup (V) Drop Off (V) Expected (V) 
59N-1 
59N-2 






























D , ay etalls: 
No. 25, Jalan 7/6, Seksyen 7, 46050 Petaling Jaya. 
Tel: 03-79542675, 79548675, 79545270 Fax: 03-79548450 
Web Address: http://ghliew1990.com 
Voltage Dependent 0/C Relay test Report. 
: 3578/2002 - 14F 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd. 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR. 
: MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
1ke . GEC Model LGPG11101555MEB 
rial No 630491H 
de No 51V 








1ction test : 
1ase Voltage Expected 
InjeCted. (V) · Current (A) 
B,C 120 6.5 
B,C 65 1.625 



















Pick-up (A) Drop-off( A) Operating time 
at 2x I> tsec) 
6.5 6.21 3 
1.646 1.53 3 
1.636 1.55 3 
LGPG111 





!lay Details : 
No. 25, Jalan 7/6, Seksyen 7, 46050 Petaling Jaya. 
Tel: 03-79542675, 79548675, 79545270 Fax: 03-79548450 
Web Address: http://ghliew1990.com 
Negative Phase Sequence Relay test Report. 
: 3578/2002 - 14G 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd. 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR. 
:MULTI FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
~ke GEC Model LGPG11101555MEB 
~rial No 630491H AuxVoltage 250Vdc 
ldeNo 46 Rated Current 5A 
s tr , ay e mgs: 
Stage Description Setting Value 
46>Aiarm 12> setting 0.2A 
t> 3.0 sec 
46» trip 12» setting 0.3A 
K3 5 sec 
Tmax 2000 sec 
Tmin 0.5 sec 
Kreset 5 sec 
ection test : 
~naracteristic & operating tirne-fGr-46> NPS Alarm 
Phase Expected Pick-up (A) Drop-off(A) Operating time (sec) 
Injected current® 
A-N 0.6 0.605 0.599 3.04 
. & Jharacterislic OQerating time for 46» NP s trip 



























No. 25, Jalan 716, Seksyen 7, 46050 Petaling Jaya. 
Tel: 03-79542675, 79548675, 79545270 Fax: 03-79548450 
Web Address: http://ghliew1990.com 
Under Frequency Relay test Report. 
: 3578/2002 - 14H 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
: SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
: MUL Tl FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
GEC Model LGPG11101555MEB 
630491H Aux Voltage 250Vdc 
81U.1 & 81U.2 Rated Current 5A 
llay Settings : · 
Description Setting 
equencv Settinq, F1 < 47.5 Hz 
ne Delay, t1 0.1 sec 
E!quenc.Y Setting, F2< 47.1 Hz 
ne Delay, t2 0.1 sec 
ection Test · 
Description Pickup (Hz) Drop Off (Hz) Expected (Hz) 
81U.1 47.56 47.76 47.5 
81U.2 47.13 47.19 47.1 
ning Test: 



























No. 25, Jalan 7/6, Seksyen 7, 46050 Petaling Jaya. 
Tel: 03-79542675, 79548675, 79545270 Fax: 03-79548450 
Web Address: http://ghliew1990.com 
Over Voltage Relay test Report. 
:3578/2002 - 141 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
; SSAA Power Station Phase 3 - GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
; MULTI FUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
GEC Model . LGPG11101555MEB 
630491H AuxVoltaqe 250Vdc 
59.1 & 59.2 Rated Voltage 110Vac 
1lay Settings : 
lo Stage Description Setting Value 
1 59.1 Voltage Setting 140 v 
Time Delay 3.0 sec 
2 59.2 Voltage setting 160V 
Time Delay 0.5 sec 
ection Test · 
Descrlption Pickup (V) DropOffjV) Expected 1V) 
59.1 
59.2 



































G. H. Liew Engineering (1990) Sdn. Bhd. 
No. 25, Jalan 7/6, Seksyen 7, 46050 Petaling Jaya. 
Tel: 03-79542675, 79548675, 79545270 Fax: 03-79548450 
Web Address: http://ghliew1990.com 
Voltage Balance Relay test Report. 
(code:SO) 
: 3578/2002 - 14J 
: TNB Generation Sdn. Bhd 
:.SSAA Power Station Phase 3- GT5, 525MW, KAPAR 
:MULTIFUNCTION GEN. PROT. (PRIMARY) LGPG111-1 
GEC Model LG PG 111 01 555MED 
630491H Rated Current 5A 
60 Rated Voltage 110Vac 
Settin 


























Remark Expected (V) 
V2 =110V 100 
V2-110V 100 
V1 =110V 100 
V1 -110V 100 
··········~:··;:.~/························ 
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